Flood Protection System

Flood Defence Door: HWT/S

Benefits
- Simply just like a door
- Permanent available - very short reaction time at flooding
- Installation left or right of the opening
- Angle frame or Block frame
- 4 sides circular seal
- Many variations possible, e.g. Stainless steel
- Surface design according to existing conditions possible
- Flexible colour scheme (RAL)

More Products of RS
- Demountable Barriers ESH/LN & ESH/KN
- Flood defence gates: HST (rotating, lifting, hinged, sliding and mitre gates)
- Flood defence doors: FST/A
- Window covers
- Special designs
- Automatic systems
- Disaster prevention system: Aqua Barrier
- Fire water retention systems

Rainwater and overflowing rivers go especially through doors and windows in the baseline. So here are special provisions required. A reasonable investment are flood doors. The installation in new buildings or the retrofitting of older buildings is possible with our door.

Normally the installation does not require extensive additional action. The door is for areas which always have to be open and must be closed very fast at flooding. In conjunction with proven design and sealing technology, different frames and door leaf variants allow the closure of spaces, well openings or doorways.

The door is designed for positive and negative water pressure.

The RS-Team provides installation proposals for your specific installation situation.